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President’s Message
Dear Members:
It's been a busy and exciting year for our society. We've had an excellent
line up of speakers for our monthly meetings, and for the October 16
meeting, we're pleased to welcome Dr. Stephanie Alvarez, Associate Professor & Graduate Director, Mexican American Studies, The University of
Texas Río Grande Valley, who will present "Reclaiming History and Identity through Mexican American Studies." There will be an election of officers for 2017-2018 and the start of the Society's membership drive for
2016 at this meeting. You can renew your membership and receive a copy
of the brand new 2016 Journal.
The last meeting of the year, our member appreciation event, will be held
at 2 PM, Sunday, November 13, 2016 at the Harlingen Public Library,
410 '76 Dr. This is the one time a year when the agenda is flexible and we
can just talk and enjoy refreshments. Please remember to start filling out
the pedigree sheet you received as a gift last November and bring it the
meeting and be prepared to discover new "cousins." There will be gifts
and door prizes, time to ask questions and discuss the future direction of
the society, a display of trees/ pedigree charts, and refreshments. Please
bring your charts, family trees, genealogy reports, family albums, other
genealogy related items, and cookies, or other goodies to share with the
group.
Best Regards,
Mary Torres, President
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Texas State Genealogical Society
2016 Family History Conference
October 28 - 30, 2016 in Dallas, Texas
Register at www.txsgs.org/conference
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Hispanic Voices

Guest Writer: Alfonso Guillen

My Hispanic Heritage
and Proud Hispanic Military Participation

1LT. Alfonso Guillen Castillo, 1985

During my youth, when we visited my grandparent’s home in Lantana, Texas, I was always mesmerized by the many photos of Soldiers displayed on my grandmother’s half wall
which separated the living room and the formal dining room. At that time, my grandfather Eugenio Castillo Lopez and grandmother Maria Santos Plata Camarillo de Castillo
had sixteen living children. My mother Senaida Castillo Plata de Guillen was their seventh
child. My grandparents had nine sons and seven daughters.
The Castillo Plata family was always very close and still is. I recall visiting my grandparent’s home each Sunday and being attracted to the six portraits of Soldiers, in their uniforms, proudly displayed for all to see. My grandparents were very proud of their sons,
as was the entire family for their service in the United States Armed Forces. The six that
served, served either during World War II and/or the Korean War. Those that served during World War II were Francisco Castillo Plata and Bernardino Castillo Plata. The four
that served during the Korean War Era were Dionicio Castillo, Santiago, Castillo, Eugenio
Castillo, Jr. and Jesus Castillo. All distinguished themselves in their service.
After I returned from my active duty service in 1974, my uncle Bernardino Castillo shared
some of his experiences during World War II. He shared that he was one of sixteen Hispanic soldiers selected to be deployed behind enemy lines in France prior to D-Day.
These Hispanic soldiers were selected because they did speak English very well and because they looked like French farm boys. Their job was to parachute down behind enemy
lines, meet with resistance sympathizers, and reconnoiter the area assigned each of them
for German military force activities and gun emplacements. They would communicate
with their U.S. Army Headquarters via radio on a prescribed schedule. He shared that he
would hide during the day in hay barn lofts. The French farmers would bring them food
after dark for them to eat and prior to departing each night to investigate the area and
make notes so they could communicate the location, numbers and type of German weapons they came across. He said that several times he was stopped by the Germans but
that he pretended to be deaf and dumb as he pulled an old ox and cart down the road.
He shared that the Germans would make fun of him, slap him, and take whatever food he
had such as bread, cheese and wine. He would then be let go and would return to the
farm with the necessary information to report. These activities occurred for several
months prior to D-Day .
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Once General Eisenhower’s headquarters thought they had enough information, the
soldiers were asked to meet speedboats during the night which carried them across the
English Channel to England. There, they were brought to a meeting where they personally briefed General Eisenhower and his staff as to the exact location of German
Gun Emplacements along the Coast of the beach at Normandy. My Uncle said that after the briefing of General Eisenhower and his staff, they were sent back to France to
find a safe spot from where they could radio the American Generals and Admirals during the D-Day Invasion at Normandy warning them of any new gun replacements or
movement of German Forces that might endanger the American Soldiers during the invasion.

SGT. Bernadino Castillo Plata, WWII

It was during the invasion that my uncle, Bernadino, had to turn himself in to the advancing American Soldiers who thought that he might be a German, as he was not in
uniform. He asked to speak to their Commander, who listened to him, and upon seeing
his radio and calling higher headquarters had him released and taken to the headquarters where he was able to rejoin his unit. After the invasion, he again was asked to
meet with General Eisenhower and his staff for an after action report. He laughed
about how well they were fed. He was then sent with a special task force to capture
Hitler and any of his SS High Command in Berchtesgarten and Hitler’s Eagle’s Nest in
Austria. He showed me pictures of the fancy ball rooms and dining rooms. He then
showed me a knitted table cloth and said that he had acquired three of these from the
German SS dining room at Berchtesgarten. He said he gave one to his mother Santos
Castillo, one to his mother in law, Guadalupe Cavazos, and the last to his wife Alicia
Cavazos de Castillo on their wedding day.
While a child, I always wanted my military picture to be among those displayed by my
grandmother. Unfortunately, my grandmother Maria Santos Plata de Castillo died the
year prior to my joining the U.S. Army. In 1971 my picture was displayed among the
now fourteen pictures of two generations of soldiers descended from Eugenio and Santos Castillo. ∆
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Looking for ancestors
of Francisco Garza
Perez or Maria De
Los Angeles Olivarez
de Garza (abt 18121890)
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Current Events
RGVHGS Monthly Presenters

National Hispanic Heritage Month September 15—October 15
Harlingen Public Library
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Gregorio Cortez, the ‘one-man” gang

By Jose (Joe) Lopez
Although Gregorio Cortez was born in 1875 in Matamoros, Tamaulipas, Mexico, his roots are grounded in
South Texas and the soil of the Rio Grande Valley, which was part of Tamaulipas until 1848.
No other name causes more consternation in conventional Texas Ranger folklore than Gregorio Cortez, a
hard working vaquero. Sadly, opinion rests on two opposing views. To most Anglo Texans of the time, he
was a criminal.
In contrast, to Mexican-descent people, he was a folk hero, defending their dignity by resisting oppression. Regrettably, present-day Mexican-descent Texans are generally unaware of his story. However, what
exactly did he do to earn such a reputation?
To answer the question, the following article summarizes the incredible narrative of one of the most fascinating personalities in the Texas chronicle. There are three parts: the incident, the chase, and the trial.
First, however, some background. South Texas in 1900 consisted of two worlds: (l) mainstream Texas Anglo society, and (2) Mexican-descent Texans, occupying the lowest social status. For example, Spanish surnamed Texans in many counties weren’t allowed to serve in juries until 1954 and were denied front
door entry to public buildings (i.e., the county courthouse).
This was also a time in rural Texas when cattle rustling was blamed on “Mexicans”. Usually, a vague police report is all that lawmen needed to intimidate anyone who looked Mexican. Next, came interrogation
(typically included torture), whereby the suspect was forced to admit guilt. That seems to have been the
expectation on June 12, 1901, Karnes County, Texas.
The incident
Gregorio Cortez, his brother Romaldo, and other family members sat on the front porch of Romaldo’s
house. As they chatted, a horse and buggy carrying the sheriff and a deputy acting as interpreter drove
up to the house. Without motive, the lawmen implied that Gregorio had stolen a horse. Cortez strongly
denied the accusation; words were exchanged, resulting in tragedy.
The question is, could the incident have been avoided? In my view, the answer is yes. Frankly, the deputy
wasn’t qualified to translate. He may have known some Spanish words, but that wasn’t enough.
For example, the deputy made two critical errors in his informal interrogation. First, he unintentionally set
the wrong tone of the conversation by asking if Cortez had traded a horse to a man in town. To that,
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Cortez had traded a yegua (mare) not a caballo (horse). (Both terms were well known to Mexican -descent
and Anglo ranchers alike. To confuse the two Spanish words was not only inexcusable, but laughable!)
Second, already uneasy by Cortez’ first response, the interpreter evidently followed -up his question by
hinting that Cortez would be arrested if he didn’t cooperate. It was after this attempted intimidation that
Cortez asked the deputy, “¡Porque me va arrestar, si no he hecho nada?” (Why would you arrest me, if
I’ve done nothing wrong?)
Although the deputy didn’t fully understand what he heard, he took Cortez’ words as a statement of defiance. When pressed by his boss for an answer, the deputy more or less relayed the following wrong
message to the sheriff, “No white man ( gringo) can arrest me.”
Unwilling to accept what he took as insolence, the sheriff pulled out his gun, firing at Gregorio. He
missed and hit Romaldo instead. In self-defense, Gregorio drew his own gun, and his aim was deadly.
Cortez had only one choice; run for his life and so he took flight toward Laredo.
Stopping at a friend’s place in Gonzales County, he faced a posse led by the Gonzales County Sheriff.
Again, shots were fired, and Cortez killed the sheriff. Cortez was now a wanted man for killing two Anglo
Texas sheriffs.
The chase
In short, the pursuit took ten days and covered over five hundred miles. Cortez walked (sometimes barefoot) about 120 miles. He also rode over 400 miles on two different mares. During that time, Cortez outfoxed his pursuers by cleverly hiding his tracks and changing direction. Meanwhile, in responding to criticism of their inability to catch Cortez, the Texas Rangers and local sheriffs complained to the Governor
that they needed help to defeat the Cortez “gang.”
Displaying puro vaquero dry wit, Cortez coolly observed, “Tantos rinches en busca de un solo Mexicano.” (So many Rangers trying to catch only one Mexican). Lawmen used every means at their disposal.
Yet, in spite of the latest technology (railroad, telegraph, and telephone), Cortez eluded his pursuers, that
at times numbered over 300 armed men. On June 22, having stopped for a rest, he was betrayed by an
acquaintance who admitted he had done it for the $1,000 reward. (Oddly enough, the betrayer received
only a token of the money.)
The trial
Expectedly, the trial quickly crushed rumors fueled by inflammatory news reports. No, Gregorio Cortez
wasn’t leading a gang as authorities had widely (and wildly) described. He travelled alone during his
flight. Exposing poor police work and some deaths attributed to friendly fire, there was more than enough
testimony to embarrass local sheriffs and damage the inflated reputation of the Texas Rangers.
Equally important, the trial served as a podium to air out pervasive injustice toward Mexican -descent Texans. Openly, most Anglos and English language newspapers attacked Gregorio Cortez. His detractors expected a quick trial and then a hanging. In fact, a San Antonio newspaper complained to its readers that
the Texas Rangers should have lynched Cortez immediately as was then their custom.
Cortez’ “gang.” His innocent brother Romaldo died mysteriously while in custody. Cortez’ family, including
his three-year old son, was jailed for months without being charged.
(Continue on the next page.)
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Worse, the negative newsprint labeling him a bandit and sheriff -killer fiend caused indiscriminate Anglo
violence against Mexican-descent Texans. The worst reprisals occurred in Gonzales, Refugio, and Hays
Counties where several innocent Mexican-descent ranchers were killed, accused by lynch mobs of being
in Cortez’ “gang.” His innocent brother Romaldo died mysteriously while in custody. Cortez’ family, including his three-year old son, was jailed for months without being charged.
Yet, a number of Anglo Texans condemned the ruthlessness used against Cortez and learned to admire
his intellect, wisdom, and ingenuity. Serving time in several county jails as he went through the process,
jail officials initially hated him. Though, born with a natural charm, they became his friends. Admirers included the Texas Governor and members of his staff.
Following three separate trials, he was found guilty and sent to prison. By now, Gregorio Cortez had
many supporters, including two influential San Antonio Spanish language newspaper editors. Appeals were
filed. Eventually, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals overturned all the convictions. After his pardon in
1913, he moved to Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, Mexico. He died while visiting in Anson, Texas (near Abilene), at age 40, February 28, 1916.
In summary, the saga of Gregorio Cortez is much larger than an incident dealing with a reported stolen
horse. His trial and publicity punctured the bigotry blanket enveloping Mexican -descent Texans. In retrospect, his tenacity represents a singular act of courage against absolute law and order power wielded
and often abused by 19th and 20th Century Texas Anglo county sheriffs and Texas Rangers.
Only Gregorio Cortez himself can describe the essence of his ordeal when he said during his trial: “Self-

defense is allowed to any man. It is in your own law, and by your own law do I defend myself. I killed
the sheriff, and I am not sorry, for he killed my brother. He spilled my brother’s blood, which was also
my blood. And he tried to kill me too. I killed the sheriff defending my right. ”
(Writer’s
Américo
Cortina,
descent

note: For a detailed, well-researched version of the story, read “ With his pistol in his hand ” by
Paredes. This may also be a good time to learn about Jovita Idar, Jovita González, Juan
Catarino Garza, J.T. Canales, and others who courageously fought for the dignity of Mexican U.S. citizens.)

About the Author: José “Joe” Antonio López was born and raised in Laredo, Texas, and is a USAF Veteran. He now lives in Universal City, Texas. He is the author of four books. His latest book is “Preserving Early Texas History (Essays of an Eighth-Generation
South Texan)”. It is available through Amazon.com. Lopez is also the founder of the Tejano Learning Center, LLC, and
www.tejanosunidos.org, a Web site dedicated to Spanish Mexican people and events in U.S. history that are mostly overlooked in
mainstream history books.
////

(Editor’s note: This article was published in The Rio Grande Guardian and published here with the author’s permission and
the permission of The Rio Gramde Guardian.)

Did you know . . . ?
The term “FAN club” in genealogy circles describes friends, associates, and neighbors, who create a group of individuals associated with
an ancestor and who often assist with the toughest research problems.
(LegacyTree.com.2014)
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Tips, Tops , and other Enlightenments . . .
Ideas from Mary Torres’s Happening s in The Valley Morning Star. . .

New Genealogy Research Pages Created in Facebook
Do you use Facebook for your genealogy? New pages and groups about genealogy research are being created

every day, and they can prove to be quite useful in reaching family history goals.
The pages are generally about doing research for a specific family surname, specific location, an
ethnic group or a special interest. Many individuals have created pages for family organizations
and societies that either have a Facebook page, a website or other contact information.
I recently found an excellent resource you might want to explore, “Genealogical & Historical
Groups/Pages on Facebook,” by Katherine R. Willson.
(https://moonswings.files.wordpress.
com/2016/08/genealogy- on-facebook-list-03-august-2016.pdf.) This is a downloadable 288 page
PDF file containing 10,000+ links to English speaking Facebook groups and pages related to genealogy and history.
The table of contents includes a mind boggling number of resources categorized under: USA National & Regional; International and International Regional; Facebook Genealogy Sites Specialty Adoption; African American; American Eras; Bibles &Heirlooms; Blogger Groups; Books; Business
& Marketing for Professionals and Genealogists; Buy, Sell and Trade; Cemeteries; Chart Printing
Companies; Conferences and Events;); DNA by Haplogroup,etc.;

Some Essential Genealogy Books
1.

Locating Lost Family Members & Friends by Kathleen W. Hinckley (Betterway Books). This book is essential for
anyone looking to rekindle lost contacts. Hinckley, a specialist in 20th-century research and a private investigator,
explains how and where to locate documents, how to deal with modern-day obstacles such as privacy acts and record
destruction, and how to use resources such as the Internet to find people.

2.

Cyndi's List: A Comprehensive List of 40,000 Genealogy Sites on the Internet by Cyndi Howells (Genealogical
Publishing Co.). In this organized, cross-referenced index to genealogy and family history sites on the Internet, Cyndi
Howells shows you how to gain access to 40,000 links to every conceivable genealogical resource on the Web. Howells
is the creator of Cyndi's List, the most popular collection of genealogy links.

3. The Genealogist's Companion & Sourcebook by Emily Croom (Betterway Books). This best-selling, basic how-to
guide offers beginners the information they need to get started researching their family history. Croom shows readers
how to get past common roadblocks in genealogical research, and to seek record sources they may not have realized
were available for research.
(FamilyTreeMagazine, October 18, 2012.))
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Some examples of census records from Ancestry.com and Familysearch.org

Visit our Website:
www.rgvhispanicgenealogicalsociety.com
Or like us on Facebook.com
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Tips for Interviewing Relatives
Take advantage of the event: Use your smartphones. When a relative recalls a moment, record
it and take a picture to pair with the recording.
.
Plan in advance: When getting together with parents or grandparents, tell them to bring their
stories and or souvenirs to share.
Share with family on social media: Create family groups on social medial to share family histories, photos, videos for both young and old to appreciate.
Say little and listen a lot: Be a good listener and ask questions, but allow relatives to open up
by encouraging with your expressions and body language.
Use open-ended questions: Use what and how questions, and the when and where will be
included in the answers.
Seek out creative works: Many relatives write songs and poetry. Seek out the family artists
and collect their works.
Use photos and other family heirlooms: Sometimes all you need is to trigger a memory with
a picture and a family keepsake.
Organize your collections: It will help if you organize your findings by dates, times, or sequence
of events. (LegacyTree.com.2016)

Celebrating . . .
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About the Editor

Board of
Directors

As a retired educator my passions are
God, family, reading, writing, gardening,
and anything involving creativity.

President: Mary Torres
Vice-President:

Toni Garza

Secretary: Maria Esther
Guillen
Treasurer: Annie Barrera

I hope that in this newsletter you discover worthwhile information to spark
or continue your genealogy research,
and I welcome your ideas and suggestions.
Please send your submissions, queries,
comments, or questions to m1guillen@yahoo.com.
Maria Esther Guillen

Member: Dominga Q.
Anguiano
Member : Celia Quintanilla
Adviory Board Members:

RGVHGS Book Store

Ofelia Olsson and
Irene Silva

Now available!
The new 2016 Journal !

Cameron County Marriage Index, Grooms, Vol I A-L $40
Cameron County Marriage Index, Grooms,Vol II M-Z $40

$35

Cameron County Marriage Index, Brides, Vol I A-L $40
Cameron County Marriage Index, Brides, Vol II M-Z $40
San Fernando Tamaulipas, Mexico, Baptisms, 1854 Indexed $50
San Fernando Tamaulipas, Mexico, Baptisms, 1856 Indexed $50
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015 Journals, $30 Each
Testimonio de las Diligencias Practicadas En Reinosa, 1767 $25
Please note: A

$7.00 shipping and handling charge will be added
to each book listed above.

Rancho Soliseño Cemetery, El Soliseño, Tamaulipas, Mexico $10, $3 S/H
Once Upon a time—Mas Antes, Family Stories, Rio Grande Valley, $20, $7 S/H
Reynosa, Tamaulipas, Mexico Marriage Index Book III 1811-1823 $ 35, $5 S/H
Visit our website for order form or call Annie at
956-454-9419

